Cirrus Assessment and Proctorio Announce Strategic
Partnership
Integration with Proctorio’s remote proctoring solution
Utrecht, The Netherlands - 16 March 2020 - Cirrus Assessment is delighted to announce the signing
of a strategic partnership with the remote proctoring company Proctorio, a market leader in fully
automated AI remote proctoring solutions – by adding Proctorio’s proctoring capabilities to the
Cirrus platform. This allows our customers to deliver secure exams from any location in the world at
an affordable price.
Proctorio offers a market-leading suite for securing exam delivery anytime, anywhere. Organisations
can take exam delivery to a new level by enabling the use of technology, augmented by AI, offering
full flexibility to candidates. This eliminates the need to travel to test centers as candidates will now
be able to take exams from the comfort of their own home. The solution offers the highest level of
security and is fully compliant to GDPR and ISO27001.
The partnership offers our customers best-in-class solutions for exam creation and exam delivery.
Puniša Zdravković, Proctorio’s EMEA Head of Sales, said: “By making Proctorio’s services available
through Cirrus, we are offering instructors and test takers a reliable solution which ensures that
assessments are reliable and fair. This coincides with our both our organisation’s missions; to level
the playing field and ensure all students have the same opportunity for success.”
Vegard Siverten, CEO of Cirrus Assessment says about the partnership: “At Cirrus it’s always been
about providing technology to make life easier and more efficient for our users. We are therefore
extremely excited to be working with a highly regarded organization such as Proctorio, matching
our ambitions and drive to improve educational and professional testing”.

About Proctorio
Proctorio's Learning Integrity Platform is a live & fully automated, remote proctoring service that
provides a scalable, cost-effective solution to validating test-taker identities, activity, and originality
during online exams. Proctorio ensures the integrity of distance learning and online certifications
while protecting institutional accreditation, increasing the value of online degrees & credentials, and
helping institutions grow their programs.
Proctorio's customizable, secure exam settings, recording options and live identity verification allow
institutions to set-up unscheduled, on-demand proctoring specific to their assessment needs.
Proctorio ensures fairness for test-takers by increasing accountability, securing exam content,
deterring cheating, and promoting a culture of integrity while improving learning outcomes.
Learn more about Proctorio's learning integrity platform by visiting us at proctorio.com or find us on
Twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook.

About Cirrus Assessment
Cirrus Assessment is an international provider of cloud-based e-Assessment solutions and was
recently recognized at the International e-Assessment Awards in London, collecting the award for
“Best Use of Summative Assessment.” We are passionate about education and its ability to
empower people across the globe. Harnessing the power of the cloud, the Cirrus Platform supports
educators and learners throughout the entire assessment process. It has been designed with ease of
use in mind and has intuitive interfaces, common sense workflows and easy navigation.
Our users have the freedom to focus on creating the best possible assessments for their learners. As
the Cirrus Platform is cloud-based, our customers always have the latest version of the system
available to them. Regular updates and new features are seamlessly delivered directly to users. No
more weighty user manuals or waiting around for software updates. Just simple, straightforward
assessment solutions!
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